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Abstract. The “Growth of Roots” is a teaching experiment of biology course in the middle school. 

The four parts of the apical root have no obvious demarcation in appearance, and the total length of 

the three parts of the elongation zone, the meristematic zone, and the root crown is only about 3-7 

mm, which makes the experiment difficult to complete. Some changes were made to the materials 

and methods, then obvious results were achieved. 

Introduction 

"Growth site of root" is a teaching experiment in the middle school biology course. During the 

course of practice, some problems were encountered. During the process of solving the problem, the 

materials and methods of the experiment were partially modified and obvious effect. Roots are 

organs that adapt to land life as a result of long-term evolution of plants. It is derived from the 

radicle of the seed and constitutes the underground part of the plant. Roots are important for plants 

to absorb water and inorganic salts. In the root structure, the fastest growing part is the root tip, and 

the root tip refers to the root tip to the rooting hair part. It includes the root crown, meristem, 

elongation and mature areas. 

The instruction of the textbook for the experiment was to take a red bean seedling about 2 cm in 

length and mark each part of the young root, measure the length, and compare it with the length 

measured after water was incubated for 24 hours. In practice, it has been found that red bean 

seedlings grown from water have poor visibility of root hairs and are not easily observed by 

students. The roots all contain a thin layer of waxy substance that is not easily marked and is not 

easily marked by washing with soap and water. After marking, the root tip is severely damaged, 

which is inconvenient for students to observe, which affects the smooth development of the 

experiment, and red beans are not easily obtained. Zhuang Feng [1] proposed to use measurement to 

cut the roots of different parts of the young roots in order to determine which part of the root tip 

grows fastest and can better solve the problem. 

However, the operation is difficult (the four apical parts do not have a clear demarcation in 

appearance, and the total length of the three parts of the elongation zone, the meristematic zone, and 

the root cap is only about 3 to 7 mm, and it is difficult to remove it accurately.) Moreover, the 

integrity of the organism is damaged, and at the same time, the root damage will affect the growth 

of the root. The growth status of the roots of different parts of the apical roots may be different from 

the growth conditions of the intact roots, so as to determine which part of the root tip grows fastest, 

and the experimental results make the students questioned. Experimental teaching plays a very 

important role in biology teaching. The success or failure of the experiment directly affects the 

students' interest in this chapter. It may also affect the students' interest in this course. In the course 

of practice, the experimental materials and methods are as follows: Change to make the experiment 

more intuitive and vivid. 

Materials Selection For Cultivation 

Use larger, straighter roots (approximately 2 cm in length) as the material. After the seeds germinate 

(about 0.5 cm in root length), they are transferred to a beaker for cultivation. The culture method is 

as shown in (Fig. 1): 
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Figure 1.  Finite Cultivation of seedlings 

Place the germinated seeds on a barbed wire with the roots straight down and use paper towels to 

fix and moisturize them in the gaps. Add a small amount of water to the small beakers and cover 

them with a large beaker to keep the environment moist. In this way, it is not easy to take root in an 

object and it is not easy to take a root, so that the root tip is damaged, which is easy to cause death, 

and it prevents the excessive bending of the root[2]. The young roots that are produced are 

straighter, which is conducive to measurement, and there are no more smooth cuticles on the young 

roots to facilitate marking. 

The Mark On the Root Tip 

Most plants are about 3 cm long from the tip of the root, which is morphologically called the apex 

[3]. Observe the structure of the root tip and observe it with a simple method [4] (observe with the 

naked eye or a magnifying glass: the mature part is located in the upper part of the root tip, the 

white root hair is dense; it is a smooth and white part between the growth area and mature area. The 

area is about 2 to 5 mm long. The cells are significantly elongated in the long axis and are elongated. 

They are located in the cap-shaped root and are light or dark yellow. They are small in size. Most of 

them are wrapped by root irrigation and are about 1 to 1 in length. The 2 mm is the meristem; it is 

located at the very tip of the root, with a translucent, cap-shaped structure, and it is covered with a 

root crown on a yellowish growing point.) This method is very good, but for students of junior 

students, it is more vague and difficult to identify. 

According to observations, there are no obvious boundaries on the root tips of the seedlings, of 

which only mature areas and root crowns can be identified, and the elongation area is not easily 

identified. Because the shape and the partition of the root were observed with a magnifying glass, 

the root crown of the slightly transparent portion of the root tip was cap-shaped. Most of the 

meristem area is covered by the root crown, and the upper part is connected with the extension area, 

and there is no obvious boundary between the appearance and the extension area. The top part of 

the apical root is the root hair area. The root hair is an extension of the outer wall of the epidermis. 

It is a unique structure of the roots of the plant. It is generally tubular, and the cuticle is very thin. It 

is not branched and is about 0.08 to 1.5 mm in length. It varies with plant species. A small section 

between it and the meristem is the elongation zone, which is generally about 2 to 5 mm long [5]. 

Therefore, the four parts of the apex are indistinguishable, and their division is only artificial. 

Therefore, in the observation of the "root structure" experiment, let students guess the function of 

each part, and ask what part of the root of the problem grows fastest? Discuss the experiment 

program briefly - After marking the measurement method, let students use the oily pen to do mark. 

The labeling method is as shown in (Fig. 2): 
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Figure 2.  Finite Apical mark 

The young roots were cultured to a length of approximately 2-3 cm and then removed. The fine 

line was drawn from the tip upwards (0.2 cm) and the "root crown" was only 0.1 cm (ie, 0.1 cm 

from the tip to the first line). ), and in turn marked as No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4 ... every 0.4 cm and 

then use the filament-like label paper ring, can’t be loose, nor too tight[6]. Although this mark can't 

tell the specific location and length of each part, the change of the equidistance line is obvious, and 

there will be obvious dents (or a paper circle break) in the part marked with a paper circle. 

According to observations, the growth of the two parts of the meristem and the root canopy is not 

obvious, and the combined growth is less than the elongation zone. Indiscriminate labeling does not 

affect the “fastest growth of the root tip” experimental results[7] . 

Observation And Record 

For the roots of soybean (or about 3cm in length) marked with an oil-based pen, the upper part is 

covered with a water-impregnated tissue or the like, and the lower part is not in contact with the 

container[8]. This not only prevents rooting in the object, but also prevents the root from being 

damaged. And it can prevent the oily mark from blurring or disappearing and affect the second 

measurement of the experiment. Measurement records and observations are: 

 

Table 1  Measurement record table 

Segment number No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4 No.5 No.6 

Length before test/cm 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Length after 24h/cm 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Net increase/cm 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

Observe the phenomenon: At the place marked with paper strips, some paper strips have obvious 

cracks, and some do not[9]. However, after removing the paper strip, it can be seen that there is an 

obvious light yellow dent on the young root. There is a large protrusion about 1cm from the 

cotyledon, which is conical from the root tip to its place (small to large). There is always a dark cap 

at the tip of the apex. There are more protrusions about 1.5cm closer to the top[10]. 

Results analysis 

Based on the above data and observations, the following conclusions can be drawn: The fastest root 

tip growth is about 0.5 cm from the tip, because the growth of the two parts of the meristem and the 

root crown are not obvious, and they grow together. The length is also less than the elongation zone. 

Indiscriminate marking does not affect the experimental results, so the fastest growing root tip is the 

elongation zone. 
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